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The easy way to take control of project timelines, resources,
budgets, and details Project manager, meet your new
assistant! Once you discover Project 2016 you'll be amazed
at how efficient and effective the project management
process can be. Written by an expert author who knows
project management processes backward and forward, this
friendly, hands-on guide shows you how to get started, enter
tasks and estimate durations, work with resources and costs,
fine-tune your schedule, set baselines, collect data, analyze
progress, and keep your projects on track. How many times
have you heard people in the office mutter under their breath,
'These projects never run on time?' Well, now they can!
Project 2016 For Dummies shows you how to use the latest
version of Microsoft Project to create realistic project
timelines, make the most of available resources, keep on top
of all those pesky details, and, finally, complete your project
on time and on budget. Easy! Fully updated to reflect the
latest software changes in Microsoft Project 2016 All-new
case studies and examples highlight the relevance of key
features of Microsoft Project 2016 Exposes the correlation
between what project managers do and how Microsoft Project
2016 supports their work Covers working with calendars,
using and sharing resources, budgeting, gathering and
tracking data, and more If you're a time-pressured project
manager looking to make your life—and your projects—easier,
Project 2016 For Dummies shows you how to get things
done!
Book + Content Update Program My Office 2016 introduces
readers to this new version of the suite and shows them how
to get the most out of the apps. The book clearly explains
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what to expect from the new version of Office, what the
program limitations are, and discusses best practices for
using the apps. My Office 2016 teaches readers how to use
Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook, Access, and OneDrive in
an easy-to-follow, task-based format. Topics covered include
how to use the main features that come with each Office
application, how to synchronize documents between devices,
and how to collaborate with others. • Master core skills you
can use in every Office 2016 program • Quickly create visual
documents with advanced formatting and graphics • Build
complex documents with columns, footnotes, headers, and
tables • Enter and organize Excel data more accurately and
efficiently • Quickly move, copy, delete, and format large
amounts of data with Excel ranges • Use charts to make data
more visual, intuitively understandable, and actionable • Add
pizzazz to PowerPoint slide shows with animations and
transitions • Use Outlook 2016 to efficiently manage your
email, contacts, and calendar • Bring all your ideas and notes
together in a OneNote notebook • Start building useful
Access 2016 databases • Customize your Office applications
to work the way you do • Store and share your Office files in
the cloud with Microsoft OneDrive • Collaborate with others,
including people using other versions of Office In addition,
this book is part of Que’s exciting new Content Update
Program. As Microsoft updates features of Office 2016,
sections of this book will be updated or new sections will be
added to match the updates to the software. The updates will
be delivered to you via a FREE Web Edition of this book,
which can be accessed with any Internet connection. To learn
more, visit www.quepublishing.com/CUP. How to access the
free web edition: Follow the instructions within the book to
learn how to register your book to access the FREE Web
Edition.
Project Management Using Microsoft Project is an all-in-one
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training guide, textbook, and reference that covers each
product of the Microsoft Project 2019 suite.Many training
guides on technology are primarily manuals on features and
functions of the software. The goal of this book is to show
why those features and functions are important from a project
management standpoint (based on PMI's Project
Management Body of Knowledge), and then demonstrate
how to effectively leverage that value through the use of
Microsoft Project 2019.This is the third edition of a text that
has been well-received by the project management
community across 25 different countries since the release of
Project 2013. The information in this book was selected
based on Project Assistants' 25 years of project management
consulting, Microsoft Project training, and managing realworld projects with Microsoft Project.This text is carefully
designed to serve as a training guide, textbook, and/or
reference guide. Included with the book are hands-on
exercises with step-by-step illustrations built from actual
Microsoft Project files that can be downloaded from our
training webpage. There is a robust index as well as intuitively
organized and clearly delineated sections, chapters, and subsections for easy reference. Each chapter has a learningoriented structure with objectives at the beginning and 25-50
questions at the end that reinforce those points of emphasis.
We also provide all answer keys and supporting PowerPoint
slides for academic instructors upon request.
Laminated quick reference guide showing step-by-step
instructions and shortcuts for how to use Microsoft Office
Project 2007. The following topics are covered: Starting a
New Project, Setting the Project Start Date, Describing a
Project (Properties), Switching to a Different View, Unlisted
Views, Undoing Changes, Using Project Guides, Entering
Task Information in a Sheet, Entering or Changing Task
Duration, Sequencing Tasks, Unlinking Tasks Changing Data
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in One or More Rows, Inserting/Deleting Rows, Zooming in a
View, Moving or Copying Items, Changing Gantt Chart
Appearance Setting the Calendar, Creating a New Group
Calendar, Entering a Human Resource, Entering a
Consumable Resource, Entering a Cost Resource, Booking a
Resource to a Task, Using Resource Driven Scheduling,
Saving the Baseline Using Different Toolbars, Showing
Planned vs. Actual in the Gantt Chart Displaying Project
Statistics, Changing the Progress of Tasks, SmartTags,
Setting up the Printout, Previewing and Printing, Transferring
Data to Other Project Files. Also includes: List of Selection
and Movement Shortcuts. This guide is suitable as a training
handout, or simply an easy to use reference guide, for any
type of user. This guide is one of two titles available for
Project 2007: Project 2007 Creating a Basic Project, Project
2007 Handling Complexity.
The quick way to learn Microsoft Project 2016! This is
learning made easy. Get more done quickly with Project
2016. Jump in wherever you need answers-brisk lessons and
colorful screenshots show you exactly what to do, step by
step. Quickly start a new plan, build task lists, and assign
resources Share your plan and track your progress Capture
and fine-tune work and cost details Use Gantt charts and
other views and reports to visualize project schedules Share
resources across multiple plans and consolidate projects
Master project management best practices while you learn
Project Look up just the tasks and lessons you need
Microsoft Azure Essentials from Microsoft Press is a series of
free ebooks designed to help you advance your technical
skills with Microsoft Azure. This third ebook in the series
introduces Microsoft Azure Machine Learning, a service that a
developer can use to build predictive analytics models (using
training datasets from a variety of data sources) and then
easily deploy those models for consumption as cloud web
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services. The ebook presents an overview of modern data
science theory and principles, the associated workflow, and
then covers some of the more common machine learning
algorithms in use today. It builds a variety of predictive
analytics models using real world data, evaluates several
different machine learning algorithms and modeling
strategies, and then deploys the finished models as machine
learning web services on Azure within a matter of minutes.
The ebook also expands on a working Azure Machine
Learning predictive model example to explore the types of
client and server applications you can create to consume
Azure Machine Learning web services. Watch Microsoft
Press’s blog and Twitter (@MicrosoftPress) to learn about
other free ebooks in the Microsoft Azure Essentials series.
This training and reference guide provides a comprehensive
coverage of Project Management theory that is applied to the
use of Microsoft Project 2016, from the project manager's
perspective. Our debut of Project Management Using
Microsoft Project 2013 was well received by the project
management community in over 25 countries. It has been so
successful that we decided to convert that work to our new
version for Project Management Using Microsoft Project
2016. We have improved the hands-on exercises with new
features, we have re-captured the screen images in larger,
improved quality and higher resolution. We have also added
the new features in Microsoft Project 2016, especially the new
Resource Engagement feature.This text has been created to
serve as a comprehensive reference and training guide that
presents the main principles of project management theory
which is then applied to the best practices of using Microsoft
Project 2016.When used cover-to-cover, this text serves as a
comprehensive guide to running a project from definition and
initiation thru execution and closeout, accompanied with
hands-on guidance that shows how to effectively apply
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project management principles to the use of Microsoft Project.
The hands-on exercises are delivered in appropriate detail
that provide detailed, step-by-step illustrations, supported by
actual Microsoft Project files that can be download from our
training web page. This is the same training material that we
use to deliver all our Microsoft Project 2016 training for our
clients.Each chapter begins with a list of learning objectives
and finishes with 25-50 questions that reinforce the learning
that occurs throughout each chapter. For academic
audiences, we provide the answer key for all questions and
supporting PowerPoint slides for instructors.This training
material and reference is also an excellent preparation guide
for passing the Microsoft certification Exam 74-343:
"Managing Projects with Microsoft Project 2016" [See:
Microsoft Exam 74-343: https://www.microsoft.com/enus/learning/exam-74-343.aspx]This guide has been created
to serve as the most comprehensive reference and training
guide available, assembling content and best practices honed
over our many years of Microsoft Project and general project
management training. Many training guides on technology
are primarily manuals on features and functions of the
software. The goal of this book is to show why those features
and functions are important from a project management
standpoint (based on PMI's Project Management Body of
Knowledge, PMBOK), and then demonstrate how to
effectively leverage that value in the use of Microsoft Project
2016. The information in this book was selected based on
Project Assistants' 21+ years of project management
consulting, Microsoft Project training, and managing real
projects with Microsoft Project with real clients in real project
scenarios.This book is one-of-a-kind that covers Microsoft
Project from the desktop all the way thru the enterprise
capabilities, including specific training for:* Microsoft Project
2016 Standard * Microsoft Project 2016 Professional*
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Microsoft Project Server 2016* Microsoft Project Web
Application (PWA)* Microsoft Project Online for Office 365
Microsoft Project is brimming with features to help you
manage any project, large or small. But learning the software
is only half the battle. What you really need is real-world
guidance: how to prep your project before touching your PC,
which Project tools work best, and which ones to use with
care. This book explains it all, helping you go from project
manager to project master. Get a project management
primer. Discover what it takes to handle a project successfully
Learn the program inside out. Get step-by-step instructions
for Project Standard and Project Professional Build and refine
your plan. Put together your team, schedule, and budget
Achieve the results you want. Build realistic schedules, and
learn how to keep costs under control Track your progress.
Measure your performance, make course corrections, and
manage changes Use Project's power tools. Customize
Project's features and views, and transfer info directly
between Project and other programs
Experience learning made easy—and quickly teach yourself
how to manage your projects with Project 2007. With Step By
Step, you set the pace—building and practicing the skills you
need, just when you need them! Build a project plan and finetune the details Schedule tasks, assign resources, and
manage dependencies Monitor progress and costs—and keep
your project on track Format Gantt charts and other views to
communicate project data Begin exploring enterprise project
management systems Your all-in-one learning experience
includes: Files for building skills and practicing the book’s
lessons Fully searchable eBook Bonus guide to the Ribbon,
the new Microsoft Office interface Quick course on project
management in the Appendix Windows Vista Product Guide
eReference—plus other resources on CD For customers who
purchase an ebook version of this title, instructions for
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downloading the CD files can be found in the ebook.
Laminated quick reference guide showing step-by-step
instructions and shortcuts for how to use Microsoft Office
Project 2010 at the intermediate level. This guide is suitable
as a training handout, or simply an easy to use reference
guide, for any type of user. The following topics are covered:
Indenting/"Outdenting" Tasks, Hiding/Displaying Tasks under
a Summary, Understanding Precedence, Using the Network
Diagram, Creating/Deleting Relationships, Moving a Task in
the Network Diagram, Showing Slack, Hiding Negligible
Amounts of Slack, Examining the Critical Path. Filtering
Tasks, Adjusting Date Constraints, Using a Deadline,
Entering or Reading Task Notes. Using a Different
Relationship Type, Lag & Lead Time, Changing Relationship
Type or Lag, Recurring Tasks, Splitting Tasks. Adding
Resources on the Fly, Noting a Resource's Vacation or
Special Hours or Rate, Getting a Task Done Faster.
Changing Calculation of Task Values, Permitting Overtime,
Booking Additional Resources to a Task, Using Effort Driven
Scheduling, Adjusting when a Resource Works, Checking
Resource Usage, Determining Resource Load, Leveling
Resources Quickly, Viewing Different Field Collections.
Showing or Deleting a Progress Line, Monitoring Progress,
Accessing a Subproject File, Communicating Plans and
Progress. This guide is one of two titles available for Project
2010: Project 2010 Creating a Basic Project, Project 2010
Managing Complexity.
This text updates Appendix A for Project 2016 versus 213.
The other chapters and pagination are the same as the
original fifth edition. Based on user feedback, the fifth edition
of An Introduction to Project Management provides a
separate chapter for planning integration and scope
management and for planning time and cost management.
Additional examples are provided for creating work
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breakdown structures and schedules. It also includes
information on Basecamp, a free web-based project
management tool, along with a user guide. In addition to
updating many references and examples, this edition
continues to include several popular features: - Follows the
Project Management Institute's PMBOK(r) Guide, Fifth Edition
(2013) - Has chapters for each process group and a
comprehensive case study to illustrate applying tools and
techniques throughout the project life cycle - Includes a Guide
for using Microsoft Project - Provides a free trial of
MatchWare's MindView Business software
(www.matchware.com/intropm), a tool for creating mind
maps, Gantt charts, and other project documents - Uses realworld examples and references, including opening cases and
case wrap-ups, examples of what went right, what went
wrong, media snapshots, best practices, and video highlights
in each chapter - End of chapter materials include chapter
summaries, quick quizzes, discussion questions, and
exercises, with case studies provided in Appendix C
-Comprehensive, secure instructor site available with lecture
slides, solution files, test banks, etc. -Free Web site includes
over fifty template files, online quizzes and games, data files
for Microsoft Project, and much more. Visit the free
companion Web site at www.intropm.com.
A guide to the project management tool covers such topics as
creating tasks and assign constraints, estimating project
costs, resolving scheduling problems, creating project reports,
and consolidating projects.
Laminated quick reference guide showing step-by-step
instructions and shortcuts for how to use Microsoft Project
2003. The following topics are covered: Starting a New
Project, Setting the Project Start Date, Describing a Project
(Properties), Switching Views, Unlisted Views, Using Project
Guides, Entering Tasks, Entering or Changing Task Duration,
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Sequencing Tasks, Unlinking Tasks, Changing Data in One
or More Rows, Inserting/Deleting Rows, Zooming, Moving or
Copying, Changing Gantt Chart Appearance, Setting the
Calendar, Creating a New Group Calendar, Entering a
Human Resource, Entering a Consumable Resource,
Booking a Resource to a Task, Using Resource Driven
Scheduling, Saving the Baseline, Using Different Toolbars,
Showing Planned vs. Actual in the Gantt Chart, Displaying
Project Statistics, Changing the Progress of Tasks,
SmartTags, Setting up the Printout, and Transferring Data to
Other Project Files. Also includes: Lists of Selection and
Movement Shortcuts. This guide is suitable as a training
handout, or simply an easy to use reference guide, for any
type of user.
Laminated quick reference guide showing step-by-step
instructions and shortcuts for how to use Microsoft Office
Project 2013 at the intermediate level. The following topics
are covered: Indenting or Demoting Tasks, "Outdenting" or
Promoting Tasks, Hiding/Displaying Tasks under a Summary,
Understanding Precedence, Using the Network Diagram,
Creating/Deleting Relationships, Moving a Task in the
Network Diagram, Examining the Critical Path, Showing
Slack, Hiding Negligible Amounts of Slack. Filtering Tasks,
Adjusting Date Constraints, Using a Deadline, Entering or
Reading Task Notes. Using a Different Relationship Type,
Lag & Lead Time, Changing Relationship Type or Lag,
Recurring Tasks, Splitting Tasks Adding Resources on the
Fly, Noting a Resource's Vacation or Special Hours, Noting a
Resource's Variant Rate, Getting a Task Done Faster.
Changing Calculation of Task Values, Permitting Overtime,
Booking Additional Resources to a Task, Using Effort-Driven
Scheduling, Adjusting when a Resource Works, Checking
Resource Usage, Determining Resource Load, Leveling
Resources Quickly, Viewing Different Field Collections.
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Showing or Deleting a Progress Line, Monitoring Progress,
Accessing a Subproject File, Communicating Plans and
Progress.

Maximize the impact and precision of your message!
Now in its fourth edition, the Microsoft Manual of
Style provides essential guidance to content
creators, journalists, technical writers, editors, and
everyone else who writes about computer
technology. Direct from the Editorial Style Board at
Microsoft—you get a comprehensive glossary of both
general technology terms and those specific to
Microsoft; clear, concise usage and style guidelines
with helpful examples and alternatives; guidance on
grammar, tone, and voice; and best practices for
writing content for the web, optimizing for
accessibility, and communicating to a worldwide
audience. Fully updated and optimized for ease of
use, the Microsoft Manual of Style is designed to
help you communicate clearly, consistently, and
accurately about technical topics—across a range of
audiences and media.
The book Lifehack calls "The Bible of business and
personal productivity." "A completely revised and
updated edition of the blockbuster bestseller from
'the personal productivity guru'"—Fast Company
Since it was first published almost fifteen years ago,
David Allen’s Getting Things Done has become one
of the most influential business books of its era, and
the ultimate book on personal organization. “GTD”
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is now shorthand for an entire way of approaching
professional and personal tasks, and has spawned
an entire culture of websites, organizational tools,
seminars, and offshoots. Allen has rewritten the
book from start to finish, tweaking his classic text
with important perspectives on the new workplace,
and adding material that will make the book fresh
and relevant for years to come. This new edition of
Getting Things Done will be welcomed not only by its
hundreds of thousands of existing fans but also by a
whole new generation eager to adopt its proven
principles.
Learn Microsoft Project 2019 from the perspective of
the project manager. This guide is an all-in-one
training resource and reference that covers all
versions found in the Microsoft Project 2019 suite. It
is not a “how-to” manual covering the features and
functions of the software, but is designed to explain
and demonstrate why those features and functions
are important to you as a project manager, allowing
you to maximize the value of Microsoft Project 2019.
Each aspect of project-manager-specific coverage
was selectively compiled by author and Microsoft
Project expert Cicala over more than two decades of
consulting, project management training, and
managing real-world projects using Microsoft
Project. Readers will appreciate the robust index and
intuitively organized and learning-oriented chapters,
and sub-sections for quick reference and problem
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solving. “Try it” exercises at the close of every
chapter help ensure understanding of the content.
What You Will Learn Understand key components to
the Microsoft Project 2019 solution Reinforce
learning via hands-on exercises with step-by-step
illustrations Build a plan and work breakdown
structure, and manage resources and assignments
Utilize enterprise project management for creating a
project, monitoring, controlling, and tracking Export
and communicate project information to an external
audience Who This Book Is For Project managers
with limited time and resources who need to
maximize their efficiency with Microsoft Project
Answer keys and supporting PowerPoint slides are
available for academic instructors upon request.
Experience learning made easy—and quickly teach
yourself how to create impressive documents with
Word 2007. With Step By Step, you set the
pace—building and practicing the skills you need, just
when you need them! Apply styles and themes to
your document for a polished look Add graphics and
text effects—and see a live preview Organize
information with new SmartArt diagrams and charts
Insert references, footnotes, indexes, a table of
contents Send documents for review and manage
revisions Turn your ideas into blogs, Web pages,
and more Your all-in-one learning experience
includes: Files for building skills and practicing the
book’s lessons Fully searchable eBook Bonus quick
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reference to the Ribbon, the new Microsoft Office
interface Windows Vista Product Guide eBook—plus
more resources and extras on CD For customers
who purchase an ebook version of this title,
instructions for downloading the CD files can be
found in the ebook.
Keep projects on track Microsoft Project 2019 is a
powerhouse project management, portfolio
management, and resource management tool.
Whether you’re a full-time project manager or
manage projects as part of a larger set of duties,
Microsoft Project 2019 For Dummies will get you
thinking and operating at the level of a project
management guru. Written by a noted project
management pro, this book covers the ins and outs
of Microsoft Project. Throughout the book, you’ll find
project management best practices and tips for
keeping any project on schedule and under budget.
Reference the full set of Microsoft Project 2019
features Learn to think like a project management
professional Get into the nuts and bolts of Project for
better productivity Create a task schedule that keeps
a project moving Identify the golden rules that keep
projects on track With Microsoft Project 2019 For
Dummies, you’ll soon get a grip on all the powerful
features of this popular project management
software. No matter your level of training or
experience, this book will show you how improve
your project management with Microsoft Project
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2019.
Laminated quick reference guide showing step-bystep instructions and shortcuts for how to use
Microsoft Office Project 2016 at the intermediate
level. Written with Beezix's trademark focus on
clarity, accuracy, and the user's perspective, this
guide will be a valuable resource to improve your
proficiency in using Project 2016. This guide is
suitable as a training handout, or simply an easy to
use reference guide, for any type of user.The
following topics are covered: Understanding
Precedence, Using the Network Diagram,
Creating/Deleting Relationships, Moving a Task in
the Network Diagram, Examining the Critical Path,
Showing Slack, Hiding Negligible Amounts of
Slack.Filtering Tasks, Adjusting Date Constraints,
Using a Deadline, Entering or Reading Task
Notes.Using a Different Relationship Type, Lag &
Lead Time, Changing Relationship Type or Lag,
Creating Recurring Tasks, Splitting Tasks.Using the
Timeline Pane: Showing or Hiding the Timeline
Pane, Adding a Task to a Timeline Bar, Adding
Another Timeline Bar, Changing Length of a
Timeline Bar, Changing Color of a Task in the
Timeline, Moving Milestone Text, Sharing a
Timeline.Adding Resources on the Fly, Noting a
Resource's Vacation or Special Hours, Noting a
Resource's Variant Rate, Getting a Task Done
Faster.Changing Calculation of Task Values,
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Permitting Overtime for a Task, Booking Additional
Resources to a Task, Using Effort-Driven
Scheduling, Adjusting when a Resource Works,
Checking Resource Usage, Determining Resource
Load, Leveling Resources Quickly, Viewing Different
Field Collections.Showing or Deleting a Progress
Line, Monitoring Progress, Accessing a Subproject
File, Communicating Plans and Progress.
The quick way to learn Microsoft Project 2019! This
is learning made easy. Get more done quickly with
Microsoft Project 2019. Jump in wherever you need
answers–brisk lessons and informative screenshots
show you exactly what to do, step by step. Other
Project users will want to grab this book as well.
Quickly start new plans, build task lists, and assign
resources View resource capacity and track
progress Capture and fine-tune work and cost details
Visualize schedules with Gantt charts and other
views and reports Consolidate projects, and share
resources across plans Manage modern Agile
projects (James Mills, Jr., contributor) Customize
Project to maximize your efficiency Leverage
improvements to task linking, timelines, and
accessibility Master PM best practices while you
learn Project Look up just the tasks and lessons you
need
Get up to speed on Microsoft Project 2013 and learn
how to manage projects large and small. This crystalclear book not only guides you step-by-step through
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Project 2013’s new features, it also gives you realworld guidance: how to prep a project before
touching your PC, and which Project tools will keep
you on target. With this Missing Manual, you’ll go
from project manager to Project master. The
important stuff you need to know Learn Project 2013
inside out. Get hands-on instructions for the
Standard and Professional editions. Start with a
project management primer. Discover what it takes
to handle a project successfully. Build and refine
your plan. Put together your team, schedule, and
budget. Achieve the results you want. Build realistic
schedules with Project, and learn how to keep costs
under control. Track your progress. Measure your
performance, make course corrections, and manage
changes. Create attractive reports. Communicate
clearly to stakeholders and team members using
charts, tables, and dashboards. Use Project’s power
tools. Customize Project’s features and views, and
transfer info via the cloud, using Microsoft SkyDrive.
Microsoft Visio 2016 Introduction Quick Reference
Guide - Windows Version (Cheat Sheet of
Instructions, Tips & Shortcuts - Laminated Card)
Learning Microsoft Project 2019 takes you through
using MS Project in every stage of project
management, including initiation, planning,
execution, control, and closure. With the help of
detailed hands-on explanations and examples, you’ll
learn how Work Breakdown Structure can help you
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achieve a higher success rate.
A guide to the project management tool covers such
topics as estimating work time, setting up a project
schedule, building a team, setting up a budget,
tracking progress, evaluating performance, and
reporting on projects.
Everything you need to get productive in the Cloud
with Office 365 With 70 million users worldwide,
Microsoft Office 365 combines the familiar Office
desktop suite with cloud-based versions of
Microsoft’s next-generation communications and
collaboration services. It offers many benefits
including security, reliability, compatibility with other
products, over-the-air updates in the cloud that don't
require anything from the user, single sign on for
access to everything right away, and so much more.
Office 365 For Dummies offers a basic overview of
cloud computing and goes on to cover Microsoft
cloud solutions and the Office 365 product in a
language you can understand. This includes an
introduction to each component which leads into
topics around using each feature in each application.
Get up to speed on instant messaging Use audio,
video, and web conferencing Get seamless access
to the Office suite with Office Web apps Access
information anywhere, anytime Office 365 is the key
to office productivity — and now you can put it to use
for you!
This training and reference guide will provide an
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overview of Microsoft Project 2013, from a project
manager's perspective. It is also an excellent
preparation guide for Microsoft Exam 74-343:
Managing Projects with Microsoft Project 2013.
Project Assistants has been providing Project
Management Theory and Microsoft Project training
material for our training courses since the release of
Microsoft Project version 3 (1993). Prior to the
release of Microsoft Project 2013, we were surprised
to find that there were no hands-on training manuals
available for Microsoft Project 2010 that also
covered the enterprise features used in Microsoft
Project Professional and Project Web Application.
This guide has been created to serve as that
comprehensive reference and training guide,
assembling content and best practices honed over
many years of Microsoft Project and general project
management training. Many training guides on
technology are primarily manuals on features and
functions of the software. The goal of this book is to
show why those features and functions are important
from a project management standpoint (based on
PMI's Project Management Body of Knowledge,
PMBOK), and then demonstrate how to effectively
leverage that value. When used cover-to-cover, this
text serves as a comprehensive guide to running a
project from initiation to closeout with guides along
the way for how to use Microsoft Project. The
information in this book was selected based on our
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20+ years of project management and Microsoft
Project consulting experience, and covers Microsoft
Project 2013 Standard, Microsoft Project 2013
Professional, Microsoft Project Server 2013,
Microsoft Project Web Application 2013 (PWA) and
Microsoft Project Online 2013 for Office 365.
Laminated quick reference guide showing step-bystep instructions and shortcuts for how to use
Microsoft Office Project 2013. The following topics
are covered: Setting the Project Start Date,
Describing a Project, Switching to a Different View,
Switching to Unlisted Views, Undoing Changes.
Entering Task Information in a Sheet, Entering or
Changing Task Duration, Using Automatic
Scheduling, Sequencing Tasks, Unlinking Tasks,
Changing Data in One or More Rows, Inserting a
Task, Clearing or Deleting Rows, Zooming in a View,
Moving or Copying Rows, Copying Data to Adjacent
Cells. Changing Gantt Chart Appearance, Viewing
the Task Path, Safeguarding Project Files,
Reviewing SmartTags. Setting the Calendar,
Creating a New Group Calendar. Entering a
Resource, Entering a Cost Resource, Entering a
Consumable Resource, Booking a Resource to a
Task, Using Resource-Driven Scheduling. Saving
the Baseline, Showing Planned vs. Actual in the
Gantt Chart, Displaying Project Statistics, Recording
Actual Progress of Tasks Setting up the Printout,
Previewing and Printing, Printing Reports,
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Transferring Data to Other Project Files Also
includes a list of Selection and Movement Shortcuts.
Microsoft Project 2010 offers flexibility and choice for
individuals, teams, and the enterprise to effectively
manage all types of work - from simple tasks to
complex projects and programs.
Laminated quick reference guide showing step-bystep instructions and shortcuts for how to use
Microsoft Project 2003. The following topics are
covered: Indenting/Outdenting Tasks, Summarizing
Tasks, Understanding Precedence, Using the
Network Diagram, Creating/Deleting Relationships,
Showing Slack, Hiding Negligible Amounts of Slack,
Examining the Critical Path, Filtering Tasks,
Adjusting Date Constraints, Using a Deadline, Using
a Different Relationship Type, Entering or Reading
Task Notes, Lag & Lead Time, Recurring Tasks,
Splitting Tasks, Adding Resources on the Fly, Noting
Resource's Holidays, Hours, or Rate, Changing
Calculation of Task Values, Overtime, Adjusting
when a Resource Works, Checking Resource
Usage, Determining Resource Load, Leveling
Resources Quickly, Viewing tables, Showing a
Progress Line, Monitoring Progress, Subprojects,
and Communicating Plans and Progress. This guide
is suitable as a training handout, or simply an easy
to use reference guide, for any type of user.
Laminated quick reference guide showing tips and
rules-of thumb for managing project files better in
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Microsoft Project 2003. Topics include: Project
Management Checklist, Schedule a Project from a
Start Date, Use Project Templates, Tips for Entering
Task Information, Establishing Precedence in a
Project Plan, Saving Without a Baseline, Set Up
Base and Resource Calendars Ways of Shortening
the Critical Path, Managing Resources Effectively,
Improving Network Diagrams, Efficient Formatting
and Editing, Miscellaneous Tips, and Help
Resources. This guide is suitable as a training
handout, or simply an easy to use reference guide,
for any type of user.
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